Abstract. Let F n be a free group of rank n d 2. Two elements g, h in F n are said to be translation equivalent in F n if the cyclic length of fðgÞ equals the cyclic length of fðhÞ for every automorphism f of F n . Let F ða; bÞ be the free group generated by fa; bg and let wða; bÞ be an arbitrary word in F ða; bÞ. We prove that wðg; hÞ and wðh; gÞ are translation equivalent in F n whenever g; h A F n are translation equivalent in F n , and thereby give an a‰rmative solution to problem F38b in the online version (http://www.grouptheory.info) of [1] .
Introduction
Throughout this paper, let F n be the free group of rank n d 2 on the set S. As usual, for a word v in F n , jvj denotes the length of the reduced word over S representing v. A word v is called cyclically reduced if all its cyclic permutations are reduced. A cyclic word is defined to be the set of all cyclic permutations of a cyclically reduced word. By ½v we denote the cyclic word associated with a word v. Also by kvk we mean the length of the cyclic word ½v associated with v, that is, the number of cyclic permutations of a cyclically reduced word which is conjugate to v. The length kvk is called the cyclic length of v.
Motivated by the notion of hyperbolic equivalence of homotopy classes of closed curves on surfaces studied by Leininger [3] , Kapovich, Levitt, Schupp and Shpilrain [2] introduced and studied in detail the notion of translation equivalence in free groups. The following definition is a combinatorial version of translation equivalence:
. Two words g; h A F n are called translation equivalent in F n if the cyclic length of fðgÞ equals the cyclic length of fðhÞ for every automorphism f of F n .
The authors of [2] also produced two di¤erent sources of translation equivalence in free groups. Let F ða; bÞ be the free group with basis fa; bg. In [2] it was asked whether or not wðg; hÞ and wðh; gÞ are translation equivalent in F n whenever g; h A F n are translation equivalent in F n and wða; bÞ A F ða; bÞ is arbitrary. The purpose of the present paper is to answer this question in the a‰rmative: Theorem 1.4. Let g; h A F n be translation equivalent in F n and let wða; bÞ A F ða; bÞ be arbitrary. Then wðg; hÞ and wðh; gÞ are translation equivalent in F n .
The proof of this theorem is combinatorial. We remark that the same technique can be used to give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.3. In [2] , Theorem 1.3 was proved using a geometric argument based on the analysis of possible axis configurations for compositions of isometries of R-trees.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
If the cyclic word ½wða; bÞ associated with wða; bÞ is trivial, then there is nothing to prove. So let the cyclic word ½wða; bÞ be non-trivial. If g ¼ h G1 , then the statement clearly holds. So suppose that g 0 h G1 . If the cyclic word ½wða; bÞ consists of only one letter, that is, ½wða; bÞ ¼ ½a i or ½wða; bÞ ¼ ½b i for some non-zero i, then the statement is obvious, because g i and h i are translation equivalent in F n . Otherwise, the cyclic word ½wða; bÞ can be written as ½wða; bÞ ¼ ½a
where l i , m i are non-zero integers. Let f be an arbitrary automorphism of F n . To prove the theorem, we need to show that kfðwðg; hÞÞk ¼ kfðwðh; gÞÞk. For simplicity, we write X ¼ fðgÞ and Y ¼ fðhÞ:
The words X and Y in F n can be uniquely factored as 
and so by (2.3) we have kfðwðg; hÞÞk ¼ kfðwðh; gÞÞk, as desired. Similarly it can be shown that in the product of the form Y e 1 X e 2 Y e 3 , the middle part X e 2 cannot be completely cancelled for any e i ¼ G1. For x; y A fa; bg G1 , let nðxyÞ denote the number of occurrences of the subword xy in the cyclic word ½wða; bÞ. We put a 1 ¼ nðabÞ; a 2 ¼ nðbaÞ;
Then it is not hard to see that
Þ (thus k may be zero). The second equality in (2.6) gives
Hence k is an even integer and
k. This together with the first equality in (2.6) yields that a 2 ¼ a 1 þ 1 2 k, and so
Then in view of (2.5) and the Claim we have
ð2:8Þ
This together with (2.7) yields that
and that
Combining all of these equalities and (2.3) with (2.8), we finally have kfðwðg; hÞÞk ¼ kfðwðh; gÞÞk, as required. where jCj > 0, and hence (2.4) is rewritten as
If the right-hand expressions in (2.10) are reduced as written, the desired equality kfðwðg; hÞÞk ¼ kfðwðh; gÞÞk is obvious by (2.3). Otherwise, since CY i C À1 is reduced for all non-zero i (note that BY B À1 is reduced in (2.2)) and X is cyclically reduced, initial cancellation can occur only between C À1 and X j or between X j and C but not both. Suppose that initial cancellation occurs between X j and C with j > 0 (the other case being similar). Write
where E is the part of C that remains uncancelled in the product C À1 X C (thus E may be the empty word). Define Z to be the reduced form of D À1 X D. Then notice by the choice of D that Z is a cyclic permutation of X , so that Z is cyclically reduced and jZj ¼ jX j.
From (2.10) and (2.11) we have ½fðwðg; hÞÞ ¼ ½Z
First let E be a non-empty word. By the choice of E, the product E À1 Z i E is reduced for all non-zero i. Also since BY j B À1 is reduced for all non-zero j by (2.2), EY j E
À1
is reduced for all non-zero j. These imply that the right-hand expressions in (2.12) are reduced, so that the equality kfðwðg; hÞÞk ¼ kfðwðh; gÞÞk follows immediately from the fact that jZj ¼ jY j. Now let E be the empty word. Then in view of (2.2), (2.9) and (2.11) we get The proof of the theorem is now complete. r
